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• Founded in 2009 as an international 
advisory and consulting organization.

• Combined 50+ years of experience 
designing, operating, and resourcing 
organizations, networks, and 
communities 

• Working on six continents with 
organizations in all sectors to address 
the world's most pressing social 
and environmental issues.

• Global Networks – Savory, 
Regenerative Communities Network

About nRhythm



Power of 
Metaphor

The machine is the 
most dominant 
metaphor for 
organizations





Have you used one of these sayings 
recently? 

“ Working like a well-oiled machine”

“ I don’t have bandwidth for that”

“ We’ve got to dial that in”

“ Move the needle”



What are the consequences of 
treating organizations as a 
machine and humans as parts 
of a machine?



Planet



Equality



Equity

From infant mortality 
to life expectancy, race 
predicts how well you 
will do…



People

Actively disengaged employees cost the U.S. $450 
billion to $550 billion in lost productivity per year

Gallup



Design Issue



History of the Machine 
Metaphor in 60 seconds



Arose in Age of 
Enlightenment

Descartes, 
Copernicus, Galileo

Locke, Jefferson, 
Voltaire, Newton





Types of Problems

Simple – Baking a Cake Complicated – Sending a 
Rocket to the Moon

Complex - Getting along
with extended family over 
the holidays

Ingredients list Known Inputs Interdependent Inputs

Recipes Design Blueprints Each Situation is Different

Series of Known Steps Series of Known Steps Unknown Next Steps

Known Assumptions and 
Effect are Manageable

Known Assumptions and 
Effect are Manageable

Unknown Assumptions and 
Unintended Consequences

Repeatable results Repeatable results Unpredictable outcomes



Life as a Model



Which part of 
life?



CIRCLE OF 
LIFE



Cycles of Life





What is Life?



Biological “Definition” of Life



Systems of 
view of Life

• Humberto Maturana and 
Francisco Varela – Santiago 
School

• Holistic or systems approach



• Examined and mapped every 
chemical, material, energetic 
pathway of simplest life –
bacteria

• Everything needed to maintain 
pathways generated by cell 
itself within cell wall, which it 
also makes

• Defining aspect of life is self 
maintenance and self –
regeneration
• Autopoiesis (self-poetry, self-

making)



Life is an organized system 
capable of maintaining itself 
within a boundary of its own 

making

Living = Regenerative

Regenerative = Living



Where is Life? 

• Self-Regenerative ability is not 
located in any one place

• Dependent on interconnected 
relationships of all parts of the 
cell

• Life is a holistic (emergent) 
property of all “parts” of the cell 
and relationships between the 
parts

• Each “part” is also a self-
regenerative system (autopoietic) 
– Wholes within wholes



Life creates 
conditions 
necessary for 
life

“[T]here is no “environment” in some 
independent and abstract sense. Just as 
there is no organism without an 
environment, there is no environment 
without an organism. Organisms do not 
[only] experience environments. They 
[also] create them.”

• Capra, Fritjof. The Systems View of Life: A Unifying Vision 
(p. 141). Cambridge University Press. Kindle Edition. 



GAIA Theory 
– James 
Lovelock



Resilience and 
diversity . 

High

Low

Diversity
HighLow
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Regenerative Design Principles 

Principle Design and operate in a way that

Holism. The whole is greater than the 
sum of its parts

values the entirety of the system and creates conditions for 
abundance, resilience, and impact to emerge from the 
interdependent contributions of all team members, clients, and 
partners.

Interdependence Inherent value of all 
relationships

recognizes the complexity of our deep interdependence with 
our clients, suppliers, partners, and even competitors. 

Uniqueness. Original and the 
possibility of individual genius.

fosters the expression of the genius of all members within the 
greater context and purpose of the organization.



Regenerative Design Principles 

Principle Design and Operate in a way that

Evolutionary. Maintains a dynamic 
balance with ever-changing 
environmental conditions. 

both responds to and also creates change in our organizational 
environment to maintain a dynamic balance with constant change.

Nodal. Decentralized and 
distributed.

does not rely on centralized command and control structures and 
allows all members of the system to be resourced, empowered 
decision-makers.

Developmental. Growth and health 
of the members. 

creates the conditions for all members to grow and thrive in 
conjunction with the health of the system.
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Regenerative Framework
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“The temptation to lead as a chess master, controlling 
each move of the organization, must give way to an 
approach as a gardener, enabling rather than directing. A 
gardening approach to leadership is anything but passive. 
The leader acts as an “Eyes-On, Hands-Off” enabler who 
creates and maintains an ecosystem in which the 
organization operates.”

General Stanley McChrystal – Head of War effort in 
Iraq and Afghanistan



Regenerative Framework

Emergent 
Outcomes



Within a 
Boundary of 
its own 
making

• Cell - regeneration of 
certain biophysical 
processes can be created 
and recreated inside the 
boundary
• Permeable boundary –
flows of information and 
resources in and out
• Boundary of identity not 
separation



Boundary of 
its own 
making

• Cell - regeneration of 
biophysical processes can be 
created and recreated inside 
the boundary
• Permeable boundary – flows of 

information and resources in 
and out
• Boundary of identity not 

separation

• Social System – Element of 
regeneration is information
• All members are creating and 

re-creating boundary constantly



All organizations 
are verbs 
disguised as 
nouns

• Organizational Context
• More than mission, vision, brand 

and values

• It is living, evolving, and adapting 
identify



Regenerative Framework

Emergent 
Outcomes



Organizational Health



Energy Flow = Thriving Members

Individual    
Well-Being

Individual 
Role

Individual 
Genius

Thrive!



Working with nRhythm transformed 
CTLF’s hiring process 

Hiring for Genius 

• Extremely skilled team member was 
performing but felt she was giving 
120%

• After restructure based on Genius the 
new person in the role was thriving and 
said she felt she had 60% more 
capacity to give



Information Life Cycle = What needs to die?



Planned Disturbance Events –

Team#1

Team#2

Team#3

Team#4

Team#5

Team#6

Team#7

Team#8

Team#9

Blue Holiday

Red Team Events

Green Disturbance Week

Orange Organizational Event

July August September October November DecemberJanuary February March April May June



Communication Cycle = Exchange

Communication Cycle = Relevant Exchange



Sales

HR

IT

Leader-
ship

Customer 
Service

Market
ing

Life Death

Sales

HR

IT

Leader-
ship

Customer 
Service

Market
ing



Network Connections = Diverse Thriving Partners
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Regenerative Framework

Emergent 
Outcomes



Organizational Work

Every organization will have annual and multi-
year strategies to deliver 
value/service/products/impact to their clients

Goal setting is crucial but . . .



The framework supports alignment between 
the Work and Health: 

Is synergistic & not 
in conflict with the 

Organizational 
Context

Does not extract 
from Organizational 
Health – esp. people

Evolves with and is 
resilient to ever-

changing conditions

Unleashes 
unrealized potential



Wells Fargo 
Bank

5,000 employees opening as 
many as 2 million fake accounts 
in order to get sales bonuses

Wells Fargo has paid over $600 
Million in class action law suits 
and share holder payments



Regenerative Framework

Emergent 
Outcomes



Organizational Structures

Enable 
Organizational 

Health

Platform/foundation 
for Organizational 

Work



“The most we can hope for is to create 
the best possible conditions for success, 
then let go of the outcome.”

Phil Jackson  NBA Coach Winner of 11 NBA championships



Organizational Structures



Triangle Offense

• Misunderstood as a prescriptive structure

• Jackson never called set plays from the sideline

• Structure allowed for maximum freedom, individual decision 
making and reaction in the moment

• Trained his players in mindfulness meditation to take 
advantage of the moment



Example Organizational Structures

Roles & 
Responsibilities

Gatherings & 
Meetings

Organizational 
Design

Monitoring & 
Evaluation

Governance & 
Policy



Monitoring and 
Evaluation



Organizational 
Health Index 

(OHI)

• Organizational Health Index 

• Anonymous online Survey Questions

• Facilitated Engagement/Conversations



Organizational 
Health Index

• Team Health Index

• Network Health Index

• Community Health Index

• Equity Assessment



Degenerative (0 - 2.5)
Staff and departments operate in 
disconnected siloes with active 
competition for resources. There is 
very little understanding of 
organizational roles and 
communication is reactionary at 
best. Decision-making is controlled 
by management while the 
remaining staff are relegated to the 
implementation of the decisions. 
Staff and clients are just tools to 
create financial outcomes for a few. 

Transactional (2.56 - 3.75)
An organization where collaboration 
is occurring between staff, but it is 
transactional in nature and on a 
project-by-project basis. 
Departments and individual roles 
are more defined, but trade-offs 
represent the primary currency of 
the operation. Decision-making is 
more distributed, but only to a 
trusted group of people. 
Measurements exist to control 
people and process.

Regenerative (3.76 - 5.0) 
In a regenerative organization, 
strategic collaboration and 
transformational system change are 
recurring outcomes of healthy 
conditions. Mutually beneficial 
relationships are truly shared 
among staff and all staff are actively 
engaged in the creation and 
implementation of structures and 
strategies. Staff are recognized for 
their unique contributions and are 
valued for their insight into strategic 
decision-making. Outcomes and 
unlimited potential are byproducts 
of the healthy system.   

Organizational Health Index Scale



Abundance

Strategic 
Priorities

Business 
Models

Short-term 
Outcomes

Products & 
Programs

Technology & 
Tools

WorkStructuresHealthContext

Organizational Health Assessment

Degenerative Score: 

0 - 2.5

Transactional Score: 

2.6 - 3.75

Regenerative Score: 

3.76 - 5.0

3.52 2.28 3.102.90

Energy Flow

Information 
Cycle

Communication 
Cycle 

Network 
Connections

3.28

3.11

2.14

3.09

Shared Purpose

Behaviors

Quality of Life 

Supporting Env

Unlimited 
Potential

Collaborative 
Resilience

Thriving 
Member 

Organizations

Transformative 
Systems 
Change

Enables 
Collaborative 

Health

The Platform 
for the 

Persevering 
Work

Roles and 
Responsibilities

Collaborative
Design



Question % who said yes

Is Company ABC' mission meaningful to you? 85%

Do you believe clients support the mission of 
Company ABC?

80%

In your opinion, is Company ABC' mission 
meaningful to all employees?

44%

Has your quality of life improved in the last 12 
months because of Company ABC' mission?

43%

3.52

3.36

DESIGN

CONTEXT

3.64 STRUCTURES

3.66 WORK

71

The Organizational Context provides a shared purpose for all 
decision-making. This purpose must be clear, meaningful and co-
owned by all team members. The Organizational Context should 
also include agreements on desired behaviors for engagement 
between team members.



Question % who said yes

Are you aware of the priorities of your 
department?

86%

Are team meetings meaningful to you? 84%

Is there adequate training and development for 
your role?

59%

Do you feel Company ABC invests enough 
resources to achieve its goals?

57%

72

The Organizational Structures should be designed to enhance or 
strengthen the intrinsic health (Energy Flow, Informational Cycle, 
Communication Cycle & Network Connections) of the organization. Here 
are a few examples of operating structures: 1) Roles and Responsibilities, 
2) Governance, 3) Meetings, 4) Monitoring and Evaluation. However, all 
structures must adapt and evolve with the current operating conditions to 
maintain relevance.

3.52

3.36

DESIGN

CONTEXT

3.64 STRUCTURES

3.66 WORK



Question % who said yes

Are you willing to go above and beyond your 
expected duties?

96%

Are the priorities and goals of your department 
clear to you?

60%

Does Company ABC consider the impact of its 
workload on employees?

53%

Do you personally benefit when Company ABC is 
succeeding on its goals?

49%

73

Organizational Work is about the design and implementation of 
the vision and goals in the organization. This involves prioritizing 
agreed upon strategies and activities to create the most impact. In 
a healthy organization, these activities will emerge as being rooted 
in its purpose while not compromising the health of its team 
members.

3.52

3.36

DESIGN

CONTEXT

3.64 STRUCTURES

3.66 WORK



3.80 HEALTH

3.85 ENERGY FLOW

3.87
INFORMATIONAL 
CYCLE

4.76
NETWORK 
CONNECTIONS

2.73
COMMUNICATION 
CYCLE

74

Question % who said yes

Do you enjoy working with other employees in your 
department?

96%

Do you consider your personal well-being a priority? 85%

When the pressure is on, do you believe Company 
ABC cares about you and your well-being?

60%

Do you have the necessary support from Company 
ABC to do your best work?

57%

Energy Flow is the energy created and transferred between team 
members. We monitor the health and viability of each team 
member and their interactions to better understand engagement 
across the organization. The more engaged the individual, the 
greater the energy flow. To increase the energy within the 
organization, the structural design should incorporate each team 
member's unique value and contribution.



75

Question % who said yes

Can you make decisions quickly enough in your 
role?

96%

Is Company ABC open to continuous improvement? 91%

Does your department invest resources to support 
new ideas?

62%

Is Company ABC evaluating its programs or 
strategies often enough?

55%

Every organization needs healthy and intelligent decision-making. 
Those decisions need to be informed, relevant, and a reflection of 
the shared purpose of the organization. Team members are active 
decision-makers. Healthy organizations are receptive to new ideas 
and thinking by learning from previous decisions. The insights, 
wisdom, and intelligence from the past become the learnings that 
give birth to new insights, wisdom, and intelligence for the future.

3.80 HEALTH

3.85 ENERGY FLOW

3.87
INFORMATIONAL 
CYCLE

4.76
NETWORK 
CONNECTIONS

2.73
COMMUNICATION 
CYCLE



76

Whole Org Executive
Production 

Line
, Logistics, 

Maintenance
Retail 1 Retail 2 Processing Office Packaging

3.66 4.26 4.26 3.68 3.34 4.39 3.80 3.55 3.22ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH INDEX

3.52 4.32 4.10 3.42 3.27 4.46 3.66 3.33 3.05DESIGN. OPERATING FRAMEWORK.

3.36 4.30 4.07 3.86 3.17 4.50 3.20 2.83 2.71CONTEXT. SHARED PURPOSE AND BEHAVIORS.

STRUCTURES. FOUNDATIONAL OPERATING STRUCTURES.

WORK. STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES.

3.64 4.50 4.21 3.50 3.58 4.00 3.80 3.42 3.14

3.66 4.30 4.14 3.00 3.17 5.00 4.10 3.83 3.39

3.80 4.19 4.42 3.94 3.40 4.32 3.94 3.77 3.39

3.85 4.70 4.79 3.79 3.33 5.00 3.10 4.17 3.39

ORGANIZATIONAL ECOSYSTEM. OPERATING HEALTH.

ENERGY FLOW. THRIVING TEAM MEMBERS.

3.87 4.50 4.29 4.43 3.33 5.00 4.20 4.00 3.14INFORMATIONAL CYCLE. INTELLIGENT DECISION-MAKING.

NETWORK CONNECTIONS. DIVERSE PARTNERS. 4.76 4.76 4.76 4.76 4.76 4.76 4.76 4.76 4.76

2.73 2.80 3.86 2.79 2.17 2.50 3.70 2.17 2.25COMMUNICATION CYCLE. RELEVANT EXCHANGE.

4.01 4.80 4.00 4.43 3.75 5.00 3.90 4.25 3.50
ORGANIZATIONAL RECEPTIVITY. PROCESSING 
INTELLIGENCE.

3.75 4.39 4.20 3.87 3.44 4.54 3.83 3.73 3.29TRENDING OHI.

DEPARTMENTS REPORT. 



Example



A machine is a structure that 
uses power to apply forces 
and control movement to 

perform an intended action
- Webster Dictionary



An organization is a 
structure that uses power to 

apply forces and control 
movement to perform an 

intended action



“If you want to teach people a 
new way of thinking, don’t bother 
trying to teach them. Instead, give 
them a tool, the use of which will 
lead to new ways of thinking.” –

Buckminster Fuller


